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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the annual and seasonal averaged earth atmosphere

radiation budgets derived from the most complete set of satellite observa-

tions available in late 1979. The budgets are derived from a composite of

48 monthly mean radiation budget maps. The annual, global average emitted

infrared flux is 234 W.m -2, planetary albedo is 0.30 and the net flux is

zero within measurement uncertainty. The influence of continentality

is apparent in the geographic distribution of the radiation budget, par-

ticularly planetary albedo. The net flux distributions display distinct

regions of zonal asymetry particularly within those regions (latitudes)

associated with the maximum solar insolation.

The globally averaged net flux displays an annual cycle which is

mainly attributed to the annual cycle imposed by external forcings asso-

ciated with regular variation of the solar declination throughout the

year. A study of the geographical distribution of the total variability

of the net flux reveals that generally greater than 95% of the variability

occurs as a result of the semi and annual cycles forced by external earth-

sun variations. However, the amounts of energy contained in the variance

unexplained by these cycles is vast. Thus, we direct radiation modeling

studies to these regions and situations where the potential for climate

change impact due to radiation budget variability is the greatest. The

individual components of emitted flux and planetary albedo display ex-

pectedly more high frequency variability particularly equatorward of 30°

latitude governed by weather disturbances and their attendant cloud dis-

tributions.
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Radiative transfer model simulations of the observed budget quantities

at the "top-of-the-atmosphere" are good at least for the zonally averaged

case. Significant differences exist between the present surface radiation

budget calculations to those previously estimated. The differences, largely

a result of the exclusion of enhanced absorption in the window region

(8-14 pm) by earlier budget calculations, provide some 35 W.m -2 more

radiant energy into the oceans in the tropics than previously estimated.

The validity of this result was verified using GATE radiation budget

measurements. The results of the radiation budget measurements imply

that it may be difficult and ambiguous to verify radiative transfer cal-

culations of climate models using satellite observations without considera-

tion of the surface situation. The net radiation flux, and particularly

its variation, can be generally modelled successfully in terms of simple

earth-sun geometry requirements with seasonally invariant cloud cover.

However, this does not ensure that either the surface budgets or the

atmospheric heating are modelled adequately. Neither does it insure that

areas of non-reciprocity in radiation exchange with space; areas of poten-

tially high climatic impact are Properly represented by the general

treatment.



i. Introduction

The earth's radiation balance has been a subject of a number of

studies for many years. Crucial to the question of climate research

is the knowledge of the solar radiation input and the longwave radiation

output at the top of the atmosphere and the exchange of heat, momentum

and material (especially water vapour) at the bottom. Furthermore, it

is necessary to know the size and scale of interannual variations in

the components of the energy budget. It is particularly important to

assess the role of oceans in climatic variations and the extent and

variability of the partitioning of the heat transport between the atmo-

sphere and the oceans. It is evident that accurate and extensive

measurements of the earth's radiation budget are required particularly

over a period of several years to provide insight as to the extent of

the interannual variabilities. Satellite measurements presently pro-

vide the best estimate of the earth radiation budget with sufficient

temporal and spatial resolution over the entire globe. Further, from

a combination of such data with conventional measurements of atmospheric

and oceanic variables, the heat transports within the ocean and atmo-

sphere can be deduced (e.g. Oort and Vonder Haar, 1976).

A number of studies have been presented over the last 10-15 years

regarding the mean steady state magnitudes of the energy exchange be-

tween earth and space. For example, Vonder Haar and Suomi (1969, 1971)

presented results for the mean annual and seasonal cases based on

measurements during five years (1962-1966). Others, including Winston

(1967) and Raschke and Bandeen (1970) discussed short spans of data

(weeks and seasons). Raschke et al___.(1973) reported on budget results

from measurements obtained from an experiment on the Nimbus 3 satellite.
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In this paper, the earth atmospheric radiation budgets are presented

for a composite of 48 months over an intermittent period spanning 14

years (1964-1977) including 24 months of the more recent Nimbus 6 data

obtained from the continuing earth radiation budget (ERB) experiment.

The reported data is a result of a continuing compilation of radiation

budget measurements which were first reported by Vonder Haar and Suomi

(1971) (13 seasons of measurements) and later extended by Vonder Haar

and Ellis I (29 months of selected radiation budget measurements).

This paper provides mean annual and seasonal radiation budgets

determined with the composite satellite data set. The results are

accurate to about +5% (Vonder Haar and Ellis) and available for a reso-

lution of about i0° latitude/longitude. A longer series of continued

radiation budget measurements is desirable before meaningful interannual

variations can be studied. The intermittent nature of the composite

data set presented here prohibits such a study. However, a reasonable

estimate of the variability of the radiation budget and its annual cycle

is presented. The continued acquisition of data from the ERB experi-

ment on Nimbus 6 (and Nimbus 7) will eventually supply a data set which

will allow studies of the interannual variabilities of the radiation

budget.

The determination of the radiative balance at the earth's surface

is also essential to atmospheric modelling and, in particular, surface

radiation budgets may provide some insight into the possible atmospheric

and oceanic partitioning of the heat transport. An estimate of the sur-

face budget is presented using a radiative transfer model. The radiative

i Vonder Haar, T. and J. Ellis, 1974: Atlas of radiation budget

measurements from satellites. Atmospheric Science Paper No. 231_

Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, CO, 180 pp.
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transfer is an important part of the physics that must be incorporated

in climate models and thus satellite based observations of the components

of the radiation budget may serve as a test of model validity. In addi-

tion, comparisons between the current budget calculations and previous

calculations are presented to highlight major differences arising from

advances in our knowledge of radiative transfer in the atmosphere.



2. Satellite Data Sources

Data from satellite measurements of the reflected shortwave

(planetary albedo), emitted longwave and net radiative fluxes have

2
been compiled into global radiation budget climatologies. The measure-

ments from six different experiments comprise the composited data pre-

sented in this paper. Table i is a chronological summary of the satel-

lite radiation budget data including the sample size in terms of months,

seasons, and years. The measurements were of variable accuracy and

resolution and the diameter of the half power region, indicative of the

spatial resolution of the particular experiment, is included in the

table. The 48 month set is a selective compilation of most of the

satellite measurements at that time. Some of the available measurements

were rejected because of discrepancies in the data set resulting pri-

2
marily from instrumental problems (e_g. see Campbell and Vonder Haar

for details).

All satellites were for sun synchronous orbits sampling at just

one local time during daylight hours (also included in Table i)o The

data includes observations mainly for near noon orbits and possible

diurnal biases in reflectance by varying solar elevation were cor-

rected via a reflection model (e.g. Raschke et ai,,1973)o However, it

must be recognized that this data processing cannot remove possible

diurnal effects that arise from variations in the state of the atmo-

sphere (such as cloud cover). In particular, the tropics which consti-

tute roughly half of the surface area of the Earth and account for more

than half of the radiative interaction with space, exhibit some fairly

2
A more detailed discussion of the satellite data appears in the 1980

Colorado State University Report No° 320, "Climatology of Radiation

Budget Measurements" by Campbell and Vonder Haaro
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regular variations in temperature and cloudiness over the diurnal

cycle (Riehland Miller,1978). Thus studiesof the diurnalcycle employing

geostationarysatellitedata are requiredto test the extent of the

possiblediurnalbiases thatmay occur in the presentdata set.

Informationconcerningthe satellitedata and measurementun-

certaintiescan be found in the report of Campbelland Vonder Haar2o

The estimatedabsoluteerror of any individualmonth is about_5%

although the relativeaccuracyis higher. Specifically,the absolute

values of net flux are accurate to about i0 W-m-2 but the relative

variationsof net flux (i.e. the gradientsof net flux with respect

to latitudeand longitude)are significantlymore accurate. The data

before 1971 are essentiallyfrom Ellis and Vonder HaarI (1974)for

medium resolutionradiometersor wide angle, flat plate disc sensors.

The 24 months of Nimbus 6 data (July 1975-June1977) are obtained from

wide angle and broad band sensorsof the earth radiationbudget ex-

periment (ERB). Despite the instrumentaldifferencesbetween the basic

data sets compositedin this paper, it has been shown by Campbelland

Vonder Haar that there is a consistencybetween the radiationbudget

componentsobtainedfrom each set. The resultspresentedbelow are for

the annual radiationbudget and the four seasonalbudgetsdetermined

for the periodsas indicatedon Table io

The omnidirectionalradiometerssuch as those describedabove

measure the upwellingsolar and IR radiationfor all angles and,

planetaryalbedo in particular_can be determinedwithout the need to

integrateover angle° This however is not true for scanningradio-

meters and integrationis performedby employingratherdubiousbi-

directionalreflectionmodels. Unfortunately,the satellitesun
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Table i. Chronological list of earth orbiting satellites from which present radiation measurements
were taken. The approximate local time at which each satellite crossed the equator during

daylight hours appears in parenthesis. EX - experimental, N2 - Nimbus 2, N3 - Nimbus 3,

N6 - Nimbus 6, E3 - Essa 3 and E7 - Essa 7.

Sample

Month Season 1964 1965 1966 1968 1969 1970 1975 1976 1977 Size

Jan Ex (10:30) E7 N3 N6 N6 5

Feb D.J. F. Ex (i0:35) E7 . N6 4

Mar Ex (i0:40) E7 . N6 4

Apr M.A.M. N3(II:30)* . N6 3

May N3 . N6 3

Jun N2(II: 30)* N3 . N6 4

Jul J.J.A. Ex(8: 30) N3 N6(ll: 45)* . 4

Aug Ex (8:55) N3 N6 • 4

co Sep Ex(9: 15) N6 3
Oct S.O.N. Ex(9: 40) E7(14:30) N3 N6 • 5

Nov Ex (I0:05) E7 N6 • 4

Dec D.J.F. Ex(lO: 30) E3(14:40) E7 N6 • 5

Annual 6 3 2 3 9 i 6 12 6 48

Resolution = Half Power Diameter

Experimental 1280 km, 11.5 °

ESSA3

Nimbus 2 Averaged to i0° grid

ESSA7 2200 km, 20°

Nimbus 3 Averaged to i0° grid

Nimbus 6 ii00 km, i0° (analyzed from 16°

*Albedo corrected for diurnal variation of reflection with directional

reflectance model.



synchronous orbits do not pass directly over the polar regions and even

the omnidirectional sensors view the earth's radiation from those regions

at some oblique angle. Therefore, the determination of planetary albedo

in the polar regions (poleward of 70° latitude) are subject to some un-

certainty as the validity of bidirection reflectance models remains

uncertain.



3. Radiation Budget Measurements

The planetary net radiation budget is composed of incoming solar

flux, reflected solar flux to space and the emitted terrestrial flux.

At the top of the earth atmosphere boundary, the net radiation budget

is defined as

N = (l-e)S-I (i)

where _ is the planetary albedo, S is the incoming solar flux based on

the solar constant of 1376 W.m 2 (Hickey et al., 1980) and corrected for

variations in sun-earth distance, day length and solar declination and

I is the emitted flux (IR) by the earth atmosphere system. The fol-

lowing analysis presents composited measurements of the quantities N,

and Io The net flux distribution N provides the necessary forcing

of the atmospheric circulation and the gradient of this quantity (with

latitide and longitude) is a reasonable indication of the extent of

this forcing (Vonder Haar and Suomi, 1971).

a. Zonal radiation budgets

The latitudinal distribution of the annual and seasonal net radiative

energy input into the earth atmospheric system, the planetary albedo and

tileoutgoing (emitted) longwave radiation are shown in Fig. la, b, c, d

and e for the 48 month Composite data set. In the annual profiles,

approximate syn_etry in N, _ and I prevails between the northern and

southern hemispheres. The minimum in emitted flux near the equator

(5°N) is a result of the cloudiness associated with the ITCZ. It is

apparent from the seasonal profiles how this minimum migrates about

the equator. The high emission around 25°S and 25°N are indicative of

warm desert like regions (both over land and over ocean). The annual

I0



Fig. la
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Fig. ib
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Fig. ic
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Fig. id
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Fig. le
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profile of planetary albedo, on the other hand, displays a maximum at

5°N in concert with the minimum in the emitted flux. The variation of

albedo poleward of the subtropics is similar for each season and is

caused largely by the change in mean sun angle with latitude. In the "

tropical region, the planetary albedo variation is influenced more by

weather disturbances and their attendant cloud distributions°

The qualitative features of the seasonal net flux profiles displayed

in Fig. i show a maximum net radiative input in the tropics which mi-

grates according to the sun's position and a net deficit of radiative

energy in the polar regions. Also shown in Fig° i are the hemispheric

and global averages of the emitted flux, albedo and net flux. The annual

global average emitted flux is 234 _ 2 Wom 2, planetary albedo is 0°30

+ 0.01 and net flux is 6 W.m -2. The small positive net flux value for

the annual, global average is indicative of the absolute magnitude of

error associated with the net flux determinations° While the absolute

error is of the order of i0 Wom -2, the relative error and thus gradients

of net flux are much smaller (Campbell and Vonder Haar, 1980). The

slight differences in the radiation budget quantities between the Northern

and Southern hemispheres may be attributed, in part, to the differences

in land ocean extent between the hemispheres°

b. Annual variations

There is a significant amount of month to month variation in the

radiation budget quantities. This is exemplified in Fig. 2 which shows

the annual variation of the mean values of emitted flux, planetary al-

bedo and net fluxo These values are area means from 70°N to 70°S.

Global integrations were not performed in this case as some data were
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missing poleward of 70°N and S for individual months. The annual cycle

in the globally integrated net flux, previously reported by Ellis et al_,

(1978), has an amplitude of about 13 W.m -2. The credibility of such a

cycle can be qualitatively assessed from the heat budget studies of

Ellis et al. who showed that the change of heat content (storage) of

the Earth possessed similar amplitudes and phases to the planetary net

fluxo Their global heat storage estimates were computed by independent

in situ measurements of temperature°

The annual cycle of globally integrated net flux is due, in part,

to the annual variation of the globally averaged integrated solar flux

input into the top of the Earth atmosphere system. This variation,

shown in Fig. 2 as a dashed curve, has an amplitude of ii W.m -2' and

is purely externally forced dependent only on the earth sun geometry°

In fact, it is shown below that the variability of the global distri-

bution of net flux input at the top of the atmosphere is primarily

determined by this external forcing. The residual of the cycle is

likely to be a result of the hemispheric differences in land-ocean

extent° For example, the annual cycle of planetary albedo is likely

to be determined by the hemispheric differences of snow ice extent which

provides large albedos (particularly in the polar regions)_ Further,

the annual variation in the longwave emission to space occurs because !

of unequal temperature responses between the land and water surfaces

and the asymetrical distribution of these between the Northern and

Southern hemisphere.

Fig. 3 presents the interannual variations of the hemispherically

averaged net flux which are presented for the seasonal intervals speci-

fied above_ The annual, global cycle in the net flux (dashed curve)
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is in phase with the cycle of the southern hemisphere net flux, partly

due to the external controls associated with the earth-sun geometry

and partly as a result of land sea differences and the related radiative

responses between the hemisphere. For both hemispheres, the largest

changes in the net flux from one season to another occur for the

transition from solstice to equinox. This marked variation is also

evident in the global maps of net flux discussed below.

Co Global Distributions

Figs. 4 through 8, respectively, show the global distributions

of emitted flux, planetary albedo and net flux averaged for the mean

am_ual and designated seasonal periods. The annual albedo maps

reveal a distinct ocean continent contrast equatorward of 30°N and

S and the high reaching convective clouds associated with the Asian

monsoon are particularly apparent especially when related to the low

emission (less than 230 W.m -2) evident in Fig. 4a for that region.

Generally, a net radiation gain prevails over ocean regions which may

be directly attributed to theilower albedo over oceans compared to the

zonal average. Poleward of 30°N and S, the albedo is zonally uniform

except for some slight continental influence (e.g. over North America)

in the Northern hemisphere. This zonally uniform structure is evidence

of the dominant dependence of the planetary albedo on the sun's position.

A distinct feature of the net flux distribution is the relatively

high input of net radiative energy in the Southeast Asian region. There

is some evidence for suggesting the presence of low persistent stratus

decks along the west coastal areas of North and South America, and Africa

in the maps of emitted radiation (e.g. distinct maxima west of Africa

and South America) and albedo. The net flux maps accordingly show
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Fig. 4
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Fig. 5
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Fig. 6
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Fig. 7
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Fig. 8
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distinct regions of relative low energy input particularly west of

South America and South Africa and a minimum over the desert regions.

It is interesting to consider that the oceanic deserts (regions of low

persistent stratus over the oceans, e.g. Vonder Haar, 1972) and the

continental deserts (eog. African, Arabian, and to a lesser extent

the Australian desert regions) appear as regions of relative low net

radiation. Charney (1975) employed a simple conceptual model to demon-

strate that the net radiative heat loss over the Saharan Desert as

evident in Fig. 4c, produces a positive feedback mechanism to amplify the

descending branch of the mean Hadley circulation. It is interesting to

speculate on similar effects in the oceanic desert regions which are

more variable depending on cloud distribution.

The maps presented in Fig. 4 are for the mean annual case, and

thus all daily and even seasonal anomalies are smoothed° Even so, at

lower latitudes in particular, regions of relative gain and loss of

energy are evident within'a given zone. For example, distinct variations

are evident in the net fluxes in the tropical zones where the deserts

of Africa and Arabia appear as negative or small positive anomalies and

the convective regions near Asia are large positive anomalies in net

flux. Thus numerical simulations of the atmospheric or oceanic circu-

lation cannot include forcing functions only as a function of latitude

(i.e. of solar declination). Stephens and Webster (1979), for example,

indicated that zonal variations in the radiative forcing cannot be

simulated without zonal variations in cloud cover.

The seasonal maps of net flux show that regions of high net radia-

tive input are distinctly non-uniform in structure with the excursion

of this region north or south governed by the position of the sun.
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Poleward of this band of high energy input is a fairly uniform, zonal

net flux distribution, more so than for the individual components of

emitted flux and albedo. Further, and in concert with the changes of

hemispheric net flux discussed in relation to Fig 3, the most dramatic

changes of net flux distribution occur for the transition from solstice

to equinox.

The albedos are generally negatively correlated with the emitted

flux except over the desert regions discussed above. This reciprocity

between emitted flux and cloud is a direct result of the effect of cloud

on these components. Simply, the increased loss of energy to space by

reflection from the cloud is offset by the decreased emission from the

(colder) cloud tops. This reciprocity is evident in each of the seasonal

maps producing net flux distributions which are more zonal in structure

than either the maps of the two components e or I.

Other distinct features of the seasonal maps are the similarities

of planetary albedo in the tropical regions for which a distinct ocean

continent contrast is evident for all seasons. Secondly, there are three

regions of significantly low emission (particularly for JJA) which con-

trast adjoining zones. These are located west of Panama, over the South

African continent and in the Southeast Asian region. These regions per-

sist for all seasons but display a distinct southward excursion for the

D.J.F. map. The net flux over the Southeat Asian region displays a dis-

tinct net flux positive anomaly for most seasons but especially for MAM

and JJA. It is interesting that, for this case, the cancellation effect

discussed above does not occur and perhaps suggests a dominance of high

cloud in this region. Finally, the relative low net radiative input

west of the major continents of the Southern hemisphere is most pronounced
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for SON. This feature, as discussed above, persists in the annual

maps of net flux.

d. Variance in the annual cycle

As evident in Fig. 3, the global net flux, planetary albedo and

emitted flux display a distinct annual cycle. However, this annual cycle

is more pronounced for a given region. For example, Fig. 9 shows the

annual cycle in net flux, emitted flux and albedo for the Southeast Asian

region located at 70°-80°E, 10°-30°N. A study of the albedo cycle clearly

indicates the distinct maximum associated with the height of the monsoon

activity as measured by intensification of cloud amount. The emitted

flux, by contrast, displays a pronounced minimum in concert with the

albedo maximum. The combined effect is that the total energy reradiated

to space is quite uniform despite the probable large change in cloudiness

and the annual cycle of net flux is similar to the cycle of solar radia-

tion input ( a function only of earth-sun geometry). The profiles shown

in Fig. 9 are a dramatic example of the reciprocity between the increased

outgoing shortwave flux by reflection and the decreased emission to space

from the colder cloud tops. However, it is very important to note that

the regions and conditions that evidence a lack of reciprocity are considerable.

These should be the focus of radiation budget modeling studies, for here

the impact on climate is potentially the greatest.

The mean monthly values of net flux for each of the grid areas were

employed to determine the maps of the amplitudes of both the annual and

semiannual cycles (Fig. 10a and b). Also shown in Figs. lla and b is the

percentage of the total variance explained by the cycles, the total variance

being defined as the variance in the 12 monthly maps. The amplitudes of
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Fig. 9
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the annual cycle are largest in the higher latitudes which can be attributed

to the more dramatic change of solar elevation during the year. The

amplitudes are smaller in the tropics with a well-defined narrow belt of

minimum values centered at the equator. The amplitudes of the semiannual

cycle, on the other hand, displays a maximum equatorward of about 20° latitude

(in part from the "passage" of the sun) and also a distinct maximum in

the polar regions.

The total variance in the net flux, shown in Figs. lla and b, is

almost completely explained (within a few percent or about 6 W.m -2) by

the annual cycle poleward of about 20° latitude and the combined annual

plus semiannual cycle equatorward of 20°. It is therefore evident that

the variation in net flux at the top of the earth atmosphere system arises

almost exclusively from the variations of the external forcings resulting

from the regular change in solar declination throughout the year which

imposes the two basic cycles. Thus the variation of net flux arises

from the changing input energy to the system and the exitant energy composed

of the emitted and reflected radiant fluxes remains roughly uniform with a

mutual cancellation occurring between the two.

Fig. 12a presents the amplitude of the annual cycle of emitted flux.

A distinct ocean continent contrast is evident (particularly in the

Northern Hemisphere) with generally smaller amplitudes over the ocean

regions. This suggests that the oceans perhaps provide a stabilization

of outgoing longwave radiation. There are three specific regions of large

amplitudes, one centered ove_ the Bay of Bengal, one west of Panama and

one centered near the Middle East. The Australasian monsoon region also

displays a larger amplitude in the annual cycle than for the adjacent regions.

The large amplitudes over the monsoon regions are influenced by the cloud

distributions associated with the monsoon.
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Figs. 12b and c show maps of the explained variance of the emitted

flux and planetary albedo by the combined annual and semiannual cycles.

These individual budget components show more higher frequency variance

than the net flux discussed above. The variance of the emitted flux

can largely be described in terms of the annual and semiannual cycles

except in lower latitude regions. The unexplained variability of plane-

tary albedo on the other hand, is much larger and is indicative of varia-

tions of higher frequency than either the annual or semiannual cycles.
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4. Model Interpretations of the Radiative Buds ets

The determination of the radiative balance at the Earth!s surface

is essential to atmospheric modelling and prediction from climatic time

scales down to those scales for which radiative heating is significant.

Further, the radiative budget at the earth's surface is important for

the understanding of the partitioning of poleward energy transports

into its atmospheric and oceanic components. A radiative transfer model

(adapted from Stephens and Webster, 1979) was employed to prsvide the

surface radiative budgets and the budgets determined at the top of the

model atmosphere were verified using the satellite data described above.

The most satisfactory test of model cloud radiation prescriptions really

requires separate measurements of cloud amounts and of solar and infrared

fluxes at all levels in the atmosphere. The present test, while less

satisfactory is still useful especially if coupled to some measured

radiative fluxes at the Earth's surface.

a. Radiative transfer model

The radiative transfer model for the determination of shortwave

fluxes within the atmosphere is based largely on the scheme of Stephens

and Webster (1979) which incorporates the clear sky parameterizations

of Lacis and Hansen (1974). The calculation of the shortwave fluxes

within the atmosphere therefore include absorption by water vapour

and ozone but none of the smaller absorption by CO2 and 02 . For this

particular study, the Stephens and Webster model is extended to N(=I5)

layers.

The longwave fluxes from the cloud boundaries (exitances) are

determined via the effective emittance approach, i.e.,
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F. (cloud top) = F i (I_ +) + gl oT 4
O c

F4 (cloud base) = F € (i-_€) + E€oT 4 (2)
o c

where F .,1 are the respective incident cloud top and base fluxes deter-o

mined from the radiative transfer equation applicsble to the clear

sky layers above and below the specified cloud layer, viz

_o u
F.(z) = B(T s)(l - c+(u)) + B(u')dgi(u ')

(3)

F¢(z) =_o u B(u')dc¢(u ')

where B is the black body function (in flux units) and u is the absorber

amount for the path extending from the level of interest (z) to the

appropriate boundary (ground, cloud base or top or top of the atmosphere).

Note that we have differentiated between upward and downward emittances

which w_re taken from Rodgers (1967) with the correction for the "e

type" absorption effect as discussed in Stephens and Webster (1979).

Thus the first term on the right hand side of (2) represents the

contribution to the exitance by the transmitted components of the incident

flux and the second term is the emitted component by the cloud layer with

a temperature T . Thus (3) and (2) are coupled together with (3) de-c

termining the boundary fluxes at cloud top and base and (2) is applied

to determine the exitant fluxes from the cloud.

An atmosphere with multiple cloud layers was treated in the same

manner as by Manabe and Strickler (1964) o Simply, the flux at some

level z above (say) three layers of cloud (high, middle and low) was

determined from the combination of radiant fluxes determined for high

middle and low cloud separately. The resultant flux becomes
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F f = Ff(z) (I-0I)(I-0 m)(i-O h) +Z
clear

(91(i-0m) (l-Oh)Fi(z) +
low

0 (i-@,)F i(z) + (4)
m n mid

Oh F.(z)
high

where Ol,m, h are respectively the low, mid and high cloud amounts and the

fluxes with subscripts clear, low, mid and high represent those fluxes

at reference level z determined for clear sky and overcast sky conti-

tions assuming low, mid and high cloud. A similar expression can be

written for the downward fluxes.

A brief outline describing the method of incorporating the trans-

mittance in tileradiative transfer model is presented below.

(i) Water vapour transmittance

The transmittance through the major water vapour absorption bands

is incorporated in the model using the temperature dependent gray body

emissivity approach of Rodgers (1967) with the extension of Stephens and

Webster (1979) to include the absorption in the atmospheric window

region which is dependent on water vapour partial pressure ("e type"

absorption). The absorber amount assumed is corrected for pressure

effects by employing the scaled formula

c(_ p _ dl (5)
u g s
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where c(1) is the water vapour mixing ratio, Ps is the surface pressure,

g is the acceleration under gravity, i = P/Ps and = is chosen for the

suitable absorption band. In this case, = = 0.9 for the entire combined

water vapour absorption. There is no theoretical justification for the

one parameter scaling approach (5) but it is generally recognized that

such a correction is better than none at all. Comparison of radiative

transfer schemes employing this approach to those employing a higher

order correction (the Curtis Godson approximation) show acceptably good

agreement at least in the troposphere (Stone and Manabe, 1968). This

approach is likely to be reasonable for water vapour absorption in the

troposphere but is not acceptable for CO 2 and 03 absorption in the

stratosphere.

(ii) Water vapour - CO2 overlap (15 _m)

The CO 2 - water vapour overlap region is treated as a single inter-

val 200 cm-I wide centred at 667 cm-I (after Rodgers and Walshaw, 1966).

The transmittance employed in the model is determined from the multipli-

cation of the transmittance of each gas via

_CO2_H20 = _CO2 • _H20 (6)

Equation (6) is valid provided the transmittance of each gas is expressed

in a suitable form which preserves its multiplicative properties. The

statistical band model (exponential in form) is applied to determine

both _H20 and TCO 2 using the published band model properties of Rodgers

and Walshaw (1966).

Correction for pressure variations along the absorption path are

performed by application of the Curtis Godson approximation which
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defines a scales absorber amount u and a mean pressure $ by

u = 9"d_

(7)

u € = /¢d_

(iii) Transmission in the 9.5 _m ozone band

Neither the Goody random model (as employed above for the C02 - H20

overlap) nor the Curtis Godson approximation are adequate to describe the

absorption of IR radiation by ozone. The latter approximation can

introduce substantial error to the transmittance estimates. A simple 3

parameter approximation (c.f. the two parameter Curtis Godson approxima-

tion) after Goody (1964) is included in the Malkmus (1967) random model

(e.g. Rodgers, 1968). The three parameter approximation is far more simple

than that introduced by Kuriyan et al. (1977) and performs equally as well.

(iv) Cloud-radiative properties

The radiative properties of the various cloud types are selected

in the following manner. Low and middle level clouds are assumed to be

water clouds and their long- and shortwave properties are determined

from the parameterization of Stephens (1978b). The short_aveabsorption

and albedo are similarly estimated from that parameterization for the

given solar zenith angles. The radiative properties are so derived for

2
an assumed liquid water path of 140 g.m. (i.e., for a cloud with a visible

optical thickness of 39).

The reflectance emittance relation assumed in the present model is

determined assuming the cloud albedo-liquid water path parameterization

of Stephens (1978b) for water clouds. The effective emittance-liquid

(ice) water path (W) was adjusted as
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€+'+ = 1 - exp(0.1W) (8)

for high cloud to make the combinedreflectanceemittancerelationcon-

sistentwith satellitededucedobservationsof Plattet al. (1980).

The extent to which (8) is valid is difficultto determinebut it

does agree well with the resultsderivedfrom the observationsof Cox

and Griffith (1979).

b. Zonallyaveraseddata

The followingcalculationswere performedusing the zonallyaveraged

fields of temperatureand humiditypubllshedby Oort and Rasmussen (1971).

All other latitudedependentparametersrequiredby the model are shown

in Table 2. Most of these data were taken from Ohring and Adler (1978)

and the cloud amountswere adoptedfrom Manabe (1969)who based his values

on London (1957). The cloud positionwas also taken from Manabe and the

cloud was assumedto exist somewherein the specifiedlayer.

c. Simulationof zonallyaverasedradiativefields

In this section,the model calculationsof the radiativequantities

employingthe zonallyaveragedparametersdescribedabove are compared

with observationsand previousradiativebudget calculations. The model

radiativesourcesand sinks are a criticalfactor for any climatemodel-

ling exerciseand it shouldprove interestingto compare the present

radiativebudget calcuationsto past calculationsparticularlyemphasizing

discrepancybetween the two.

Fig. 13 shows the comparison of the zonallyaveragedprofileof

emittedflux, planetaryalbedo and net flux as computed by the model and

deducedfrom the satelliteobservationsdiscussedabove. Generally,the

model calculationsand the observedvalues agree extremelyclosely. In
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Table_. Summary of latitude dependent parameters

Parameters 0-i0 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 80-90

Insolation 418 407 371 352 310 263 216 188 176
(W.m-2)

Mean (daily) cosine 0.609 0.592 0.539 0.512 0.451 0.383 0.314 0.273 0.256
of zenith angle

Surface albedo 0.064 0.080 0.106 0.112 0.14 0.157 0.404 0.491 0.65

Cloud amount

Low 0.317 0.264 0.248 0.302 0.388 0.438 0.444 0.424 0.375

Mid 0.074 0.064 0.063 0.079 0,ii0 0.131 0.119 0.iii 0.092

> High 0.225 0.181 •0.160 0.181 0.210 0.242 0.254 0.252 0.205

Cloud position

Low 700 - 900 mb

Mid 500- 700 mb

High 200 - 300 mb
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particular, the variation of the radiation budget components with latitude

is well handled, except for the albedo comparison in the polar regions.

As mentioned above, the deduced albedos from satellite data require a

significant correction for bidirectional reflectance and the values in

this region must be viewed with some caution.
i

Figs. 14 a and b show comparisons of the model calculations with

London's (1957) radiative budget calculations of surface absorption of

shortwave radiation and net flux of longwave radiation respectively.

The sNortwave energy absorbed at the earth's surface calculated by the

present model is generally larger than those of London. For example, at

15°N the computed solar radiation reflected to space is 26%; absorbed

in the atmosphere, 17%, and absorbed in the ocean, 57%. These may be

compared to those of London with estimates of 34%, 14%, and 52%. The
i

differences are consistent with the findings_of Vonder Haar and Hanson

(1969) who found, from observational evidence that the amount of shortwave

radiant energy absorbed at the surface in tropical regions is 61% with

reflected and absorbed amounts of 24% and 14% respectively.

The net longwave fluxes at the surface as calculated by the present

model are significantly smaller in low latitude regions than those of

London. The solidlbars included on the diagram are the values obtained

from measurements during the convectively disturbed (cloudy), and

convectively undisturbed (mostly clear) phases of GATE. The dashed

horizontal line (all phases) is the value of the net longwave surface

flux which is an average between the disturbed and suppressed conditions.

These GATE results are averages over the A array (5° - 12°N) and suggest

that the net flux of longwave radiation at the surface is fairly invariant

over the highly opaque tropical atmosphere. It is therefore possible to
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compare meaningfully the model calculations employing annual mean pro-

files of moisture and temperature in tropical regions with the measure-

ments from GATE.

The discrepancies that exist between the current model calculations

(and observations) to those previously estimate from budget calculations

areadirect result of the inclusion of additional absorption in the 8-14 _m

window regions by a water vapour partial pressure dependent absorption

mechanism. The presence of this absorption has been realized since the

early seventies (Bignell, 1970_among others). The effect of including

this absorption produces a major increase in longwave cooling rates in

the lowest levels of the tropical atmosphere. These changes, which are

as large or larger than 2°C/day (Stephens, 1976) agree closely with the

observed profile (e.g., Cox, 1969) which first indicated anomalous cooling

in the lowest levels of the tropical atmosphere. The comparison presented

in Fig. 14b further illustrates such agreement between observation and

theoretical calculation. The mechanism for this absorption is still

open to debate with favoured explanations relying on the existence of

a water dimer molecule (e.g., Montgomeryp 1978).

Despite the acceptance of the existence of this enhanced absorption,

it has not been fully recognized in meteorological studies (Burrough,

1979). It is evident from Fig. 14b that the resulting increased atmos-

pheric emission supplies significantly more energy to the surface in

the tropics than previously estimated. As a result, the excess energy

"available for transport towards the poles in the oceans or the air-sea

interface energy exchange must be larger than hitherto assumed. These

considerations are of prime importance for climate studies and numerical

models designed to simulate atmospheric circulations must be concerned

with including this radiative process.
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5. Summary and Conclusions

This paper presents the earth atmosphere radiation budgets derived

from satellite observations for both seasonal and annual averages.

The budgets are derived from a composite of 48 monthly mean radiation

budget maps and represents a continuing compilation first reported

by Vonder Haar and Suomi (1971). The broad features presented in this

paper for the annual average are similar to those reported earlier.

The annual globally averaged emitted flux is 234 W.m -2, the planetary

albedo is 0.30 and the net flux is zero, at least within measurement

uncertainty. Also, the annual and season zonally averaged profiles of

net flux show the predictable net energy input to the lower latitudes

and net energy loss at higher latitudes thus providing the differential

heating between the equator and poles which must be balanced by the

attendant poleward transport of heat by the atmosphere and ocean.

Although the analysis of the radiation budget in zonally averaged

terms is convenient and customary, such an analysis is not natural

particularly when one recognizes the differences of climate imposed by

continentality. This influence is apparent in the geographic distri-

bution of planetary albedo in particular. Further, the net flux dis-

tribution displays distinct regions of zonal assymetry particularly in

those latitudes associated with maximum solar insolation. The most

dramatic changes in net flux distribution occur for the transition from

solstice to equinox.

The distribution of annual net flux displays different spatial

scales in the latitude belt from about 30°N and 30°S. This can be

largely attributed to the albedo which is highly influenced by desert

regions and the extensive areas of stratocumulus clouds off the west
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coasts of South Africa and South and North America. These regions

appear as relative minima in net flux and are distinctly evident in the

Southern Hemisphere along with the Australian desert.

The globally averaged net flux displays an annual cycle which is

mainly attributed to the annual cycle imposed by the externally forcings

associated with earth-sun geometry. A study of the geographic distri-

bution of the total variability (defined as the total variance deter-

mined from the individual monthly data) of net flux reveals that gen-

erally greater than 95% of the variability occurs because of the semi

and annual cycles imposed by the regular earth sun geometry variations

throughout the year. The individual components of emitted flux and

planetary albedo display more high frequency variability particular

equatorward of about 30° latitude. In these regions, the spatial and

temporal scales of albedo are dominated by cloud free oceans and cloudy

and desert area differences and thus the albedo is likely to display

some high frequency variability governed by cloud distributions in par-

ticular. The variability of emitted flux, on the other hand, is governed

by regions of cloud free (including low cloud) and very high cloud, par-

ticularly convective cloud zones and as a result is less variable than

albedo. Except in regions over deserts and low cloud, these albedos

are negatively correlated with emitted flux. This reciprocity is due °

to the cloud influence on emitted and reflected fluxes and occurs such

that the total upwelling flux from the earth atmosphere system remains

more or less uniform.

Radiative transfer simulations of the observed budget quantities,

at least for the zonally averaged case, are good. Significant dif-

ferences occur largely as a result of exclusion of enhanced absorption
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in the 8-14 _m regions by a proposed water vapour dimer in the earlier

-2
calculations. The dlscrepancy results in some 35 W.m more radiant

energy into the oceans in the tropics than previously estimated. The

validity of this result was verified using results from the GATE radiation

budget measurements. As a result, this excess energy input into the

oceans in lower latitudes must result in larger poleward heat transports

by the oceans or air sea interface energy exchanges.

The results summarized above suggest that it may be difficult and

ambiguous to verify the global and zonal radiative transfer calculations

of climate models using the satellite derived radiation budget results

without consideration of surface conditions. It was shown that the

changes of the emitted and reflected fluxes, largely due to cloud dis-

tribution variations, often negatively correlate such that the net flux

is less sensitive to cloud and the variability of net flux is forced

primarily by the semiannual and annual cycles imposed by the regular

variation of earth-sun geometry throughout the year. Thus, the net flux,

and its variability, can be successfully modelled in general in terms

of the rather simple earth-sun geometry requirements and with seasonally

invariant cloud cover. However, this may overlook major climate impact

areas of poor radiation reciprocity such as land deserts, stratus regimes

and cirrus areas. Furthermore, the general treatment does not ensure that

either the surface radiation budgets or the atmospheric heating are modelled

adequately. It is the latter quantity that provides the only radiative

influence on the rest of the model dynamics.
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